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Campus To Host Expanded Upward Bound Program
by Marilyn HagBtrom '69 bus from Cambridge. In the mom- What began as a Science Day program has a more diversified visiting other Upward Bound pro-'
Guest Reporter ing, all the boys will take math and Camp for thirty-two Cambridge academic focus, consistent with the grams — a coed, residential pro-
English, taught by Wellesley fac- boys, a summer volunteer venture college-orientation of the national gram at Bowdoln College and a
ulty and students and MIT stu- for a group of MIT students and program. There =— 1 1
.r «E J" <-llc Ul'VSi W l.LF.1- lllcllll ttllU I^Oill
This Saturday, 28 Cambridge
High School juniors will begin ° "i v anA otidonto owi mtt ot>i- fv*r> <
weekly program " " ' ,T"'
ji« .nci me nun 75 boys, girls' residential program at North-
in ages 14 to 17, in Upward Bound, field School.
'
""'




a at Wellesley. They dents. The boys will eat lunch In facutly, has, through expansion - ,.....JJ ., ,„, UI|I;
from MIT's Upward Bound, five Wellesley dorms. After lunch, size, scope, and funds, become The eight-week summer program Is in B
Fifteen will be returning to Wei- the boys will choose interest work- MIT's Upward Bound. not self-contained. The program tion of the program this summer
lesley for their second year in shops. Art, music, drama, WBS, The program presently is funded functions during the school year, and the opportunity to compare
Wellesley's cooperative effort with electronics, journalism, black his- by the Office of Economic Oppor- chiefly on Saturdays, MIT's Upward Bound with other
MIT's Upward Bound. tory, and senior life saving will tunity as well as by MIT. Under Last fall, a group of interested programs resulted in a new pattern
The boys will arrive at 9 am by be offered. the auspices of Upward Bound, the students and faculty pursued the of involvement for the boys in
possibility of having a program on their program. Previously, the pro-
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Wellesley's campus during the sum- gram was created and administered
mer ot 1968. Unable to get the fl- by the staff to a passive, though
nancial backing for a program, the receptive, group of boys,
group was offered the opportunity This summer, the boys became
to work with the existing program actively concerned about Upward
at MIT. Students and faculty ac- Bound. Their student council
cepted. A Saturday program of spearheaded student initiative in
biology, English, interest groups, presenting and Implementing their
and athletics was the result. The suggestions, ideas, and criticism of
program operated during second the program. Taking an active in-
semester Inst year for 10, tenth- terest In MIT's Upward Bound
grndo hoys. they discovered a new realm of
Cnlhy Paige 'GE1 nnd Marilyn possibility. They now are largely
Ilngslrum '09 worked with the self-governing through the appar-
summer program at MIT this atus of their elected student coun-
year. Cathy arranged tutoring ell. They started their own news-
tor boys needing specific aca- paper. They decided to suggest anddemlc help and worked with the work for changes in the structure
English classes. Marilyn worked of their program,
with English, tutored math, and After seeing Bowdoin's program.
The Wellesley College Cnmml I tee ifornlal, Hughes of Iowa who gnvefor change through Ihn political ,v»- "
a drama workshop. they have suggested that MTTs
for New Politics was started a the nominating speech for McCnr. lems inlher Mini, gellliiit slvmled "
dnvH n week, the boys took Upward Bound become coed and
week ago by Liz Rodgers T,9 (now thy, nnd Gllllgiui (Ohio), When hy parly lnnolilii™ so thai ,,, |e m ,
1Imr" l"B" classes — math, residential. If the experience at
its chairman), Tamnra Harris and asked about the erltera lor elmos- with pnmilnr support can get (heir "
e °"co or flodal scl- Bowdoln may be generalized, hav-
Lydia Wegman. This student-fnc- Ing these candidates Liz replied. Ideals Into olTrellvo channels There ? , ,' T ' " Varl0ly °' ln ' '"s boys and girls ln the classroom
ulty committee originated ten days "We've picked these candidates on was sum,, onirics, will, McCarlhv ,
wor <sh»Ps .^ere offered. Art. improves discipline, attention, and





Photography, attitudes as well as morale. The
agency for new politics. Liz Rodg- ords against the war." Members for us to work through After fmputcrs ' P°'"'<s, and the Afro- residential program seems a better
ers said about the Wellesley com- of the committee see these men as Chicago we feel this is the w/„ ,,,„ AmenC!m experience were this use of financial and human re-




viding certain senatorial candidates ideals and hope Into the gi
with funds to pay for media time inent, nnd mil Jusl parly
New Politics Group Forms
To Support Dove Senators
ling to
ay we summer's offerings
• v . I
'
expeditions clnse to the Institute, absenteeism11 using were clnss or workshop-oriented, is fostered by proximity. The pro-am Incl Liz Rodgers In Nome we
Two Weill
— 'vaicicu u iJiuA i iuy in pro
- [miyly rccreatlonoi. gram does not have maximum im-
sdays were devoted to (Continued on page 5). — — uv ull-u v «- tmiL o 6
Semi 11arson SociaTTnquiryFocusonEducation
AttackScientificMorality,CommunityRelation
liy Anno Trohllcoelt "in nnA»nM.... 1. ...
Willi
bllcoek '70
the elusive uulllnes or the
llonnl meeting coming into
rllclpnnts In the MIT Sem-
Soclnl Inquiry this week
continued the stimulating discus-
sions they began ten days ago.
operatlv
sillily
their own constituencies. This Democrats wh
is for the purpose of electing nntl- liberal,
war men to the Senate, because it „ „
is crucial next year to have liberal Tho Ncw r°uu™
anti-war people in the Senate. It's The Committee for New Politics
about time to start supporting peo- will be helding a large rally for
pie with our dollars and our time these candidates in Boston on Oct-
and not just with discussion." ober 26 or 28. Peter, Paul and
™ - .... Mary will appear at the rally, andThe Committee for New Politics most likely Senior McCarthy winis presently working at on-campus speak at |,. Allhougl, Ihls I, nstudent and acuity solicilntlon, primarily a McOirlhy org,,,,,J ,, ?"and town solicitation of people to there is of course a great deal „contribute money and time for dove overlapping lm
congressional candidates. Some of
the candidates whom the commit- Liz voiced the general goal of
tee supports are Fulbrieht, Morse, the committee "We are working Th„ .„ • .,.O'Dwyer, McGovern, Church (Id- lor politics representative I S iZ ,„u , 'T^'" re
"
^'"^ IF°""''' C«"'^ 'CI- Pe°Ple. soared so ll„,t^ntX_^,^^^
Participants in Co-op Education Praise 'Freedom to Explore'
by Susan Buyer '71 evening. Participants want to do Th,
"I feel that in an atmosphere something different, to be free to place
where there is a free exchange of explore Ideas and notivlttoo with ,.,itk,
ideas without the pressure of grad-
ing, the learning experience has
more significance for the Individual. - - - uuri-iuui
Also, the courses that are offered nnd l,nrtjcularly grades. They a
show a diversity that Is not usually their activities bram „» , ,,,,,m a college curriculum and which °ut ond expand as they perceive possibilities „f 0„„ h .„„„. J,' ,u„





stated Maureen n™™ 'fi f. I , . I, ' Im hore because <»» uiscussion group that could not only
the^Mmertine nl W„n , • n Intellectual Spice ?' 'ntellectual curiosity. I'm look- Probe the origins of MIT - its In- ings, but in view of the toTalTdu
^«^SS
Bruce '70. "I could learn much M»"» Aetlvltlea
more ln small classes than hi lec- mi,
tures because
„t (he give and lnl,e
c L"m n""ilealloin Media
exploring ideas In a free "lm™ R",""' ',' C"'" 1 cxnm|,le " f whnt
'
s
Phere wilh interested people who ""'7, °»>P fd. The students
want to learn without regard for *lhICi,'T ™, erested in agrades and credit." number of possible directions from
combination of research, slstant professor of Architecture
i leaching with action and introduced another discussion
tperlmentallon. With that group topic. Aspects suggested were
overall aim In mind, speakers ad- the initiation of MIT projects dam-
uressed explanatory remarks on aging to the community, and the





e Sa,a de Puer,
° Rlco flcial 10 the community. Issues ofin the MIT Student Center. urban planning, MIT expansion
Knowledge, for What? and land ownership, and commun-f irst to speak was Linguistics ity organizing would be exploredprofessor Noam Chomsky, asking he said.
that we question the social uses of Going beyond the community
knowledge, to avoid exploitation, several speakers urged an inquiry'He warned that the value-free sci- into MIT's relationship to larger
e emohnsi, th„. „ , . „ . onlv fh^SS. , T'.l "P ^"''^ institutlons °t government, busi-




h!'" "6Sls of °* dominant ™ss a"d ^'ety. They expressed
atssraar i£ BB^z^ Bz^^r^s:ks:k £,St 1;:~»-; '"nn,t,-.&n
•
• ? - - =? - ^— sjs ires jss sst^s jssyrs:s=:
d in terms of course offer-
evening,
Enthusiasm, excitement, and cur-
iosity were all keynotes of the
ALL-COLLEGE MEETING
All-College Meeting Mon., Oct.
7, in the Chupel to leam what
has happened to the Ethos pro-
posals of lost spring.




h,P *° tl,e l°cal Introducing a discussion group
community, Robert Goodman, as- (Continued on page 3)
CHARMING HOSTESSES
NEEDED
The MIT Invitational Debate
Tournament to be sponsored by
MIT-Wellesley Debate Society
would llhe girls to act as time-
keepers and hostesses for top
college teams from all over the
United States. Friday night, Oct.
11, and Sat. (day), Oct. 12. if
Interested, call Barbara Buum-
be-rger In Severance.
The Urban Affairs Group will
meet tonlto nt 7:30 In tho Pope
Room to dl<u-u<ts plniiR for Mm
current year. Lectures, discus-
sions, film showings, symposia,
work projects, and transporta-
tion to events of Interest In the
area will be arranged according
to the Initiative and Interests
of the group. All aro urged to
attend. If unable to do so, call
Laura Stelg, Munger, or Nancy
Scheibner, Tower Court West,
with your Ideas.
AIICollege>lee«nfJ^
Of Wellesley Response to Ethos Program
The May 8 Committee form- is of general and Important in-
— 0li lnst spring to accommodate terest to the entire collogeU the year. Several girls and implement the Ethos demands The various committee leaders
iting press releases to filming
a short documentary. Instead of
limiting themselves to one pro-
ject, the group hopes to work on
several fncots of journniUm
throughout r
publishing a newspaper. Many ^ Mon., Oct. 7, at 5 pm. J™ tVS ^"Ldent roTrulTe^
Tver










H £ tf^ C°rd'"g to Ethos ehairman Karen P"^"' a general statement. The
aalist, nnd I tf ^ Williamson '69, Is to inform the ""eeting will then be open for dis-no s a visit newspapers and stud„nt ,„„ ot h haTbeen cussl°" questions,
our" e °,sSi™»rZ; d0n° a"d Whal w'» ™- "eeting b the second In a
bv the fourfSri: , P y !S "?™ of Wellesley's response to scr|es of All-College meetings de-
tL v».^TSl . ',°« T , ^ the Ethos program. signed to keep the campus Inform-
cA,Z. *
Experimental "* ed, and me channels of Jommunlca-
Ethos members feel thle meeting Hon effective.
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Get Wellesley off the MTA
The schedule of buses running into Boston and
Cambridge from Wellesley has been drastically
reorganized this year. Buses leave almost every
hour Monday-Friday to Kendall Square and MIT
in honor of Wellesley's new academic association.
Both Wellesley and MIT scheduled these buses
during the summer and support them financially.
But Wellesley's Senate buses now run only
on the weekends. There are no buses in or out
of Harvard Square during the week. There are
no buses at all to Park Square or to the Museum
of Fine Arts. There is no Friday night Senate bus
into the city.
According to the bus office, there are several
reasons for those changes. First of all, there seem-
ed to be no need to duplicate bus service into the
city. Instead of thinking Harvard Square or Park
Square, students are expected to adjust to the
idea of Kendall Square—and take the MTA or a
bus if they should happen to be going anywhere
else. Secondly, some of the discontinued buses
were not used enough last year on an overall
basts. While the bus office will never be able to
even break even financially, it feels some sort of
maximum loss level should be set. But the added
revenue this year from selling only one way
tickets at 75c ought to provide some financial
help. Also the original Senate bus program was
to be subsidized. Thirdly, individual departments
and organizations at Wellesley are encouraged
this year to arrange for their own group buses
to, for instance, the Museum.
Nevertheless, this new system will probnhly re-
quire and result in a lot more transporation plan-
ning, more MTA shuttling, and whether Welles-
ley College likes it or not, more dangerous hitch-
hiking. The girl who needs a way back to campus
on a week night must now either take the last
bus from MIT at 10:15 pm or risk finding a later
ride. The small number of Wednesday classes at
Wellesley encourage mid-week excursions into
Boston and Cambridge—for other purposes than
social alone—and the 10:15 bus (preceded per-
haps by an MTA ride to Kendall Square) may be
unnecessarily early for some.
What can be done? The Wellesley-MIT sche-
dule is set for this semester at least. Therefore
News focuses its attention on the Senate buses.
How and by whom was this schedule set up? Ad-
mittedly, more buses can be run if the demand is
there. For those accustomed to using the mid-week
buses, the demand is there already. Unfortunately,
we must wait until sophomore Senate reps are
elected, until Senate can run a formal survey of
the demand, and until an authorized decision can
be made. This should be done as quickly as pos-
sible.
No one Is suggesting that bu9 transportation can
ever make a student as mobile as one with his own
car. But those desiring mobility—at times not
covered by the MIT schedule and to places other
than Kendall Square—should and do have the
option of formulating their demands. Is an un-
willing ndjuslmctit to the new schedule really
necessary? Convenient Irnilftporlnllon In and out
of the city nt commonly desired times enn well




Adults cry out, appalled by a four-letter word
and a pseudo-rape scene. Meanwhile, vocal stu-
dents consider (admirably, we might add) the
larger, more intense, racial implications in the
play called The Slave and in the ensuing contro-
versy.
Black History Day at Wellesley High School
should have forced the entire community, stu-
dents and adults alike, to consider the nature of
the racist society that is America. Instead, the
town mechanically voiced its shock and outrage
at the "obscenity" in a work of black art which
most had never viewed and then clamped itself
shut again.
Four-letter words and rape scenes are not reali-
ty shriek the enraged citizens. But if art holds a
mirror up to nature, LeRoi Jones has held jf
looking glass to life in ihe black ghetto, a life
that is all too real for too many Americans.
Moreover, The Slave should not be viewed exclu-
sively as a slice of ghetto life, but as the work of a
black artist, as well.
Is there such a thing as obscenity? If there is,
can it automatically be attributed to some words,
while their counterparts escape the label? Who is
to pass permanent judgement on the language
employed by a dramatist?
We suspect that beneath the charges of obsceni-
ty lurks the larger issue of racism. We suspect
• that hud Ihc play been written by n while author
and had ihc characters been white, Ihc finer
would have been less intense nnd less widespread.
We suspect that the desire to silence further de-
bate masks unwillingness to confront racism and
the Black Revolution. And we suspect rejection
of black art as inferior stems from the rejection of
a whole culture as inferior.
An affluent and educated community that
"buses in" 80 Molco studcnls ennnot assume Mint
lis responsibility to end Inequality hns been met.
However great the intcgrnlion, exchange, nnd
benefit, it can be still furthered by a program
like Wellesley High's—not on just one day as a
token stab at understanding, but as a pervasive,
progressive educational experience. As it stands
today, the May 31 program has probably taught
Wellesley High students far more about people
and racism and black nnd white nnd the town of
Wellesley thnn its originators ever intended.
What we fear now, however. Is that future
classes will not have this opportunity, that the
sanctity of a surburban community will prohibit
the invasion of new ideas and action, that the
town, and others like it, will close its mind to
understanding and its institutions to involvement.
How Committed?
To the editor:
Last week's editorial "Commit-
ted to Change" asked important
questions for each of us, as mem-
bers of an academic community,
to consider. For example, what is
the "uniqueness" of Wellesley and
what does it mean within the con-
text of the "academic revolution"?
News has suggested that the struc-
tural revision committee proposed
by Miss Adams provides a "very
real chance to avert the chaos and
the crises that have precipitated in
other colleges." This may be so but
I doubt whether any committee can
solely perform such a feat.
What happens on this campus
and throughout the educational
Bystcm Bhould be of concern to
eoch of us even if that concern
goes no further than the formation
of n personal opinion. How do we
feel about the disruption of an in-
stitution's operations? What are
legitimate and Illegitimate forms of
protest? What action does a com-
munity take to prevent or, if nec-
enwiry, to handle any protest which
It tines consider Illegal? What hap-
pens tn Hludcnls Involved in such
Illegal activities- Sennle members
will be considering these questions
in an open Senate meeting on
Tues., Oct. 8 at 7:30 pm in 100
Billings.
If you have ever asked yourself
about the crisis In modern educa-
tion, we would appreciate heoring
your vli'ws. If you hnven't, perhaps
LIiIh Is Hip lime to Btnrt.
Hillary Rodham '69
were often "standing room only."
As for the second reason, one need
only read the schedule to realize
that a 10:00 pm bus from MIT in
no way substitutes for a 12:15 am
bus from Harvard Square.
Therefore we submit that a great
step backward has been taken in
the midst of much liberalization by
overlooking the interests of those
who have in the past depended
upon the Wellesley-Harvard buses.
We therefore urge that Mrs. Gil-
lespie take steps as soon as pos-
sible to return these buses to their
original schedule.





Sec story p. 4.
A Key to the Problem
Security is a purple kiosk?
Happiness is no night watchman?
This year the College has inaugurated a security
system which is based on the premise that security
on the outside equals security on the inside. After
two weeks of operation, it is clear that a monster
has been created. This new system is both ineffi-
cient and lopsided; it ignores the basic needs of se-
curity on this campus. The College community has
become more fluid with the increase of cars on
campus and with the relaxation of social regula-
tions, especially senior late permission and paric-
tals, and thus demands tighter security.
A newly formed Residence Committee which
includes Mrs. Melvin, dean of students, and Mrs.
Marsh, assistant dean of students, three heads of
house, three house president and the chairman
of the house presidents' council, met on Tuesday
to discuss the problems surrounding the present
security system. The committee proposed that a
two week period be developed to an objective
examination of the security operations and at the
end of this time, constructive changes be made
in the system. We urge all students to aid this
committee by becoming familiar with the way
security operates and by offering suggestions for
improvement to the dean of students, to heads of
house, and to house presidents.
As the security system now exists, all dorms are
locked at 1 1 :00 pm and checked every hour. Yet
there are still easily accessible entrances to every
building. Since the security men do not enter the
dorms, living room lights stay on and windows
may stay open all night. Unless Cerberus has
been unleashed from the underworld, no securi-
ty man will be able lo effectively guard each dorm
in his area.
Should the security officer decide not lo close
tlic iltirm at 1 1 :00 pm, then Uierc is no obstacle
for anyone wishing to cnlcr the building. It is not
the duly of individual students to remain at the
bell desk until 1:00 or 2:00 am to guard the
the dorm, nor is it their duty to shut off lights and
make window checks.
There nrc other inefficiencies in this system,
which though (hey inny he termed mere incon-
veniences, nrc nonetheless unnecessary. The
library is open until midnight during the week nnd
us [he weather grows colder, long lines of students
will be subjected to the cold, snow and rain for an
indefinite length of time. Seniors returning late
to a dorm may arrive nt a kiosk lo find no security
man and be forced to wait alone.
We propose these alternatives. A security guard
should be assigned to each dorm where, nt 1:00
and 2:00 am. he will check ihc outside doors, all
public rooms, including Ihc men's room nnd the
laundry room, lock nil windows and turn off
lights. Keys should be made available to all stu-
dents who plan to return to the dorm after 1 1 :00
pm. The key could be obtained when signing out
and returned after signing in. If keys did not
prove feasible, a computer-lock system could be
installed. Propcrllv coded plastic enrds, when in-
serted into n smnll box outside, would open the
dorm door for returning studcnls.
Security is not a purple kiosk.
Bus or Bust
To the editor:
We are speaking out on behalf
of those students who as a result
or the changes In the Harvnrd-
WellPHlpy bun schedule have found
themselves without such transpor-
tation on wceknlghls. Wo fee! that
the removal of these buses is in
direct opposition to the philosophy
under which they were originally
scheduled; specifically, 1) that
there were great problems and in-
conveniences involved in getting
from Cambridge to Wellesley after
1:00 pm and 2) that it would be
unfair lo allow juniors and seniors
to have cars on campus until those
students who would be without
cars had achieved equal mobility.
The Wednesday afternoon buses
also increased access to the Bos-
ton museums for art students. Al-
though the buses on weekends still
fulfill this function, the loss of
buses on Tuesday and Wednesday
nights returning to Wellesley and
of those on Wednesday afternoon
and Friday and Saturday nights
going into Cambridge is a great
handicap.
The only two possible reasons
wlilrh we find for discontinuing
Ihesc buses would be that they
wpi(! not being used enough to
wnrrnnt Hip service or that the
new MIT innnnced) shuttle buses
were tnldng their place. As for the
first, we can attest from personal
experience that these buses were
used by the students particularly
on Wednesday night and on week-
end trips into Cambridge which
Hip Hump Hurrah
The News' editorial of Sept. 26,
"The Last Hurrah," cannot go un-
answered. It opens by successfully
capturing the feelings of frustra-
tion and disillusionment of many
Americans In this election year.
But it is News' solutions to the
predicament so clearly pictured
with which we take issue. They
lack logic, coherence, and any evi-
dence of reasoned thought.
In analyzing the process of
choosing the President, News re-
jects the politics of the "lesser of
two evils," and offers as alterna-
tive bases of decision that: " 'Pre-
sident Nixon' is a name that strikes
unreasoning terror in many a
heurt" — and asks us why; that
"Four years of Richard Nixon may
be a small price to pay for the de-
mocratization of the Democratic
Party; and that America, regard-
less of the outcome of this election,
will "muddle through." In our de-
cision-making, we reject News' al-
ternatives.
Kowtow
News asks what kind of a man is
Hubert Humphrey who could not
control Richard Daley. We ask
what kind of a man is Richard
Nixon who kowtowed to Strom
Thurmond; who advocates delay of
the ratification of the Nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty; who
maintains a policy of rigid silence
on the most crucial question of
Viet Nam (while Humphrey at
least discusses it); whose superfi-
cial cries for "law and order" ig-
nore thoughtful concern for the
root causes of social unrest; who
would pick Spiro Agnew as a run-
ning mate.
Presidential candidates choose
running mates. Nixon chose Ag-
new; Humphrey chose Muskie. Let
us examine the choices. For a man
whose prime qualification was his
inoffensive record, Agnew has suc-
ceeded In offending us in the past
few weeks. We too are concerned
about Agnew's "neo-MeCarthyist"
rhetoric. We realize that Nixon
cannot control such "slips of the
tongue" as: "Jap," "Polack," and
the implications of Humphrey's
"leftist tendencies", but surely he
must control the general tenor of
Agnew's remarks:
... his proposed handling of pro-
testers and rioters sounds ominous-
ly like that of Richard Daley.
(Continued on pago 5)
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'Proposition,' Re-Viewed, Resists Ennui
by Barb Schlaln '69
Six months ago, this reporter as-
sessed a spotty ami then little-
known satric revue entitled The
Proposition. Like that fabled child
of fantasy, when it was good it
was very, very good, but when it
was bad, the yawns began. This
reviewer may have mellowed; I
am glad to report, however, that
The Proposition has lost none of
its wit and acidity. Indeed, it has
become delightfully naughtier and
more pointedly irreverant.
There Is a new mural in the
alley at 241 Hampshire Street (In-
man Square), but happily, the new
Proposition is not all new, having
seen fit to retain some of its finer
hours, including John Foster's "Lit-
tle People's Concert," an elaborate
analysis of the seven notes, "preg-
nant with meaning" of "Hickory
Dlckory Dock." This magnum opus
remains one of the funniest mom-
ents ever performed on any stage.
Old Faces, New Things
The favorite faces are still there,
too. Ken Tigar is better than ever,
which is a bit like piling Pcllon on
Ossa, and Fred Grandy, who was
subbing for Paul Jones, lias im-
qulver .
.
."). The ad-libbed re-
hearsal of an audience-selected
fairy tale fell somewhere In the
happy ground between amusing
and side-splitting.
Improving Improve
But that improvisation unmasks
a virtuoso and betrays his slower-
witted partners was revealed in the
panel discussion show, which I eaw
centering on the Boston school
crisis. Tigar here was at his just-
try-to-stop-laughing best, and Gran-
dy was fine as the silken-voiced
moderator, but the other three
members were painfully inadequate
to the challenge (and we mean
painfully).
There were other moments that
might have been brighter. The
birth control ditty, for instance,
fell flat as a dead tennis ball, and
a robbery skit was rescued from
utter inanity only by the "Raleighs,
huh?".
So much for quibbling. We think
that 60 minutes of laughter out of
90 is a pretty good batting aver-
age. It beats Yastrzemski. Not to
mention The Miss America pag-
eant.
proved with practice.
The malfunctionings of the
American political system have
expectedly added new grist to The
Proposition's null. The mobile-
faced Tigar's/grinnlng Hubert is
the politics of joy par excellence,
and Tim Hall's paranoid Dick is a
lovely bit of shifty-eyed burlesque.
You may think democracy died in
Chicago, but this is one hell of a
funny wake.
Pottlor Under Fir©
Under the cast's fire, the silver
screen too becomes a tarnished
target, in a biting parody of-Guoss
Who's Coming To Dinner. "We
Shall Overcome" was never fun-
nier, even with Lyndon's enuncia-
tion.
Improvisation was the Achlllo's
heel of the revue's Infancy, and
here the improvement Is most
marked. Last Friday, the cast dem-
onstrated a versatility approach-
ing genius in an operating room
scene (during the blackout), per- by the colorist and Abstract Ex- stages. Having discarded his more became larger, the forms r
Gottlieb Exhibit at Rose Museum
Presents Artist's Mature Style
by Gall Marci
On exhibit in the Rose Art Mu-
seum at Brandeis U n
through Oct. 20, 1968, are twenty- resents evolution, simplification,
paintings and one sculpture and synthesis from his earlier in svmo°lic content. The canvasses
e slm-
selectlons from his last, and In my In the mid-fifties the artist be-
opinion most exciting period, that g(m p,acing a emphasis on




rflenn f B color with a subsequent decrease
forming consecutively n la Soap prcflslniiist, Adolpli Gottlieb. Al-
Opera ("I must tell you ilnr- though his. work hnil p a nn e (
ling..."), n la Chekhov ("Von I tluniiKli nmtiy nlngen nlnco his Pur
voa n lectio boy . . , "), mid a In lulrin Hludy In Hie curly I wontIon
Immorlnl Bard ("My Hvcr/ll doth Krnndoln ccnlow Jin show solely 01
listlc mode of the twenties, he pie. The complex vertical and hori-
Julnoil with other Abstract Exprcs- zontal grids of the forties were re-
hIoiiIhIh Including Gorky, Pollack, placed In the fifties by a mere hor-
de Konnln.fr, Motherwell, and Roth- Izonta! which divided the "Imagin-
(lu to form the New York School, ary landscapes" in half. By 1957 an
" Rfoup of Individuals rebelling even great clarity was reached
Seminars on Social Injury Focus on Education . . . ::T:is"i~lt XtZTZ^i^X
,,.,,,„ ,, _ . . . „
demic attempts. opposed In deep, rich, luminous,
ultimate right of deciding problems was countered by the question of Gottlieb's style reached maturity and expressive color
llty in relation to science whether scientific worth could be |,y 1941 with the initiation of his The Brandeis exhibit provides
ly on the hauls of Im- "Plctdgrnph" period which was to the visitor with a comprehensive
fulnrHHi members of Uwt y(,nrfl> The tmn ..plcto_ vlcw o( the cast's most recent
lert to think about graph" wiih applied In the works by works. The lack of even one work
leflnltlon would || lc m-llst himself in 1955 out of from a date earlier than 1951 pre-
- of pursuit of disdain for the accepted connota- sents somewhat of a problem for
tlons of the word "painting." the exhibit-goer who would like to
These revolutionary works made make a few comparisons and can-
its use of highly complex symbols not quite conjure up a mental im-
(Contlnued from page 1)
focusing on Innovations in educa-
tion, all over the country, Louis
Kampf, associate professor of lit-
erature, called for a look at how
educational reforms can relate to
community activity to obtain last-
ing results. He enumerated a num-
ber of experimental projects at
Berkeley, Michigan, San Francisco
State and other schools, saying
that failures as well as successes
could be Instructive.
In an effort to create more than
just an alternative set of courses,
he suggested that the seminar try
to explore a broader concept of edu-
cation, to determine what it should
be like. He cited increased inde-
pendent study options, programs
for the recruitment of more black
students, and the total pass-fail
grading system for freshmen at
MIT as steps in the right direction.
Community Feeling
In the last presentation before
the group dispersed into individual
discussion groups, the idea of cre-
ating a sense of "community" at
MIT was explored. This develop-
ment would accompany a redefi-
nition of education, in which extra-
curricular involvements could be-
come a part of socially useful par-
ticipation by the university.
The vague organizational break-
down now presented, the audience
divided into discussion groups by
interest. The group concerning it-
self with MIT's relationship with
the outside world pursued numer-
ous tangents, and brought forth
some thought-Drovokin k idens.
HIT Funding
Expressing concern about MIT's
large dependence upon defense con-
tracts, some for classified research,
two graduate students speculated
on the relationships between rec-
ognized expertise and the corres-
ponding social and political roles
held by experts.
An overriding theme in the group
was attention to the moral impli-
cations of science. Chemical and
biological warfare were mentioned,
along with genetic controls, heart
transplants, and the ultimate cre-
ation of life in the laboratory.
A dilemma showed up in the fact
that it is impossible to predict
when a scientific breakthrough will
come, and therefore difficult to pre-
pare for insuring that Its use Is not
perverted for warfare, as in the
case of atomic energy. It was
agreed that the level of social con-
sciousness among scientists should
necessarily be higher.
The idea of creating a standing
panel appeared, but was challenged
by considerations for the general
public. The question of why scien-
tists, and not philosophers or pol-
iticians or laymen, should have the
came in rebuttal.
Technology Separate
An interest ing point wiw riirj-csI-
cd by research that has been done
to show that pure scientists me
often more vocal and active in so-
cial conscience matters than
technologists, who actually have
ihmted c
met I late n
the gruup wor
whelhor ibis now
come nt t lie expc
truth for truth's sake.
Moro Discussion
As each group meandered i
more direct effect on the public own wny> ench felt closer t0 at taken from a variety of obscu
sector. This stimulated a prelimin-
ary examination of the scientific
versus the humanlllcs-orloriled per-
sonality.
Discussion then moved to the
possibility of examining depart-
ment emphases at MIT, with the
aim of changing them toward more
socially beneficial results. Yet this
lcost identifying the problems in-
herent In lis endeavors. The topic
dlHcusslmi grniipH will ho eonllnu-
lug ilellullely, nnd pruinlKo more
sllniul/illiig dialogues. Wellenloy
participants are welcome, and a
schedule r,f evening meeting times about six years and served as
will be posted in the EI Table at transition Into his "Bursts" phi
the beginning of each week.
age of a "plctograph." Neverthe-
ludlng psycho-analysis, less, the rich and serene blues of
myth, Indinn folklore, and Italian From Midnight to Dawn; the
onrly nennlssnnce predelln panels, warmth of the pinks, reds, and
In 1951 Gottlieb entered his period roses in Ping; the Incredibly amus-
of "Grids" nnd "Imaginary land- ing and Miro-like Green Haze and
scopes." Tills period was to last Red, Blue, Yellow; and the general
excellence of hanging and selection
more than compensate for this one
which has lasted until the present, defect.
TEACHER EXAMS
College- seniors preparing to
tench school may take the Na-
tional Teacher Examinations on
any of the four different test
dates announced today by Edu-
cational Testing Service, a non-
profit, educational organization.
New dates for the testing of
prospectlvo teachers aro: Nov-
ember 0, 1908 and February 1,
April 12, and July 19, 1909.
Results of the National Teach-
er Examinations are used by
many large school districts as
one of several factors In the
selection of new teachers and
by several states for certifica-
tion or licensing of tenrhcrs.
Somo colleges also require all
seniors preparing to toaoh to
take the examination*. Tho
school syntoms and state de-
partments of education which
use tho examination results aro
designated In the Bulletin of In-
formation for Candidates,
On each full day of testing,
prospective teachers may take
tli** Common Exam) nations,
which measure their profession-
al preparation nnd general cul-
tural background, and a Teach-
ing Area Examination which
measures mastery of the sub-
ject they expect to teach.
Prospective teachers should
contact the school system In
which they seek employment, or
their colleges, for specific advice
on which examinations to take
and on which dates they should
be taken.
The Bulletin of Information
for Candidates contains a list
of test centers, and Information
about the examinations, as well
as a Registration Form. Copies
may be obtained from college
placement officers, school per-
sonnel departments, or directly
from National Teacher Examin-
ations, Box 011, Educational
Testing Service, Princeton, New
Jersey 08540.
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Play, Four-Letter Words Spark Furor
by Bunny Fume '60
Wellesley has been a town con-
sciously torn by the events of May
31, 1968. Residents, who have
watched the town struggle with
the busing of black students
through METCO, have witnessed
the same factions arising in con-
junction with the first observance
of Black History Day at Wellesley
High School. Now known as "The
Wellesley Incident," the events of
May 31 incorporate in themselves
a complexity charged with sparks
of "racism," "obscenity," "conser-
vative-liberalism" factions, and a
noticeable need for communication
between the students, ' their
parents, Wellesley citizens and the
black community.
The high school decided U> use
the day after Memorial Day as a
make-up day, to compensate for a
day lost earlier In the year. Several
faculty members acrced that the.
day could bo made a significant
educational experience and urged
the devotion of the entire day to
studying and discussing Afro-Am-
erlcan history and culture. Spon-
sored by the social studios depart-
ment or Wellesley High School, the
student council and the Wellesley
Committee Against Racism, tho
day was scheduled to Includo black
literature and scenes from l>Rol
Jones' play The Slave.
Pemberton Minster, Jr., nf Wel-
lesley, chairman or the education
sub-committee of tlie^, Committee
Against Racism, commissioned the
Theatre Company of Boston to pre-
sent Jones' Tho Slave as an exem-
plary literary piece reflecting the
black man's condition and treat-
BOOK SALE





Friday Oct. I lth
Regular Store Hours
Proceeds go to Brande'is
Libraries
ment in society.
Black History Day came. The
Slave was performed by the TCB
—
and then it was over. But it was
not forgotten. Some teachers, but
no students, walked out of the
performance. The Boston Herald
Traveler (Aug. 4, 1968) reported
Ted Steeves, athletic director, as
saying, "I thought it was the most
degrading thing I had ever heard;
it was in extremely bad taste,"
It was the high school custodian,
Donald Leyland, who, having heard
the day discussed by teachers and
students, pro and anti, contacted
Police Chief Robert MacBay and
also the district attorney for Nor-
folk County George Burke with
whom a complaint was filed.
Tho Men., Juno 1 public hcnrlng
of the school committee was at-
tended by 1200 people. The school
committee nnd tho selectmen of
Wellesley were In the unusual posi-
tion of finding a solution to Honir*
(hliig "after the fact." Tlin play
hail been performed. What, If liny,
comment eould bo i mule, ex punt
fnclu? Tho school comiiiltteo moot-
lug exploded when a 'aH Kradiiuto
of tho high school, Edward Bryant,
Jr., was recognized by tho com-
mittee. He took the platform and
a line from The Slave, and repeat-
ing n four-letter word from the
line, nnld ho Mini flrxt heard It when
ho was five.
Audience- rcncHoii wnn hkiiIii
mixed. To m >| ilause nnd liimn, Iliy-
nnt was drugged hum tho hall,
arrested and charged with disturb-
ing the peace. He was released
after making a public apology,
though his case will be continued
until Dec. 21.
At tho same time, complaint
elmmen were brought iigidiist four
persons who were nlleK «dl.y con-
nected with the Wellesb-y |irndllc-
i Inn. However, court net Ion was un-
successful against Mrs. Kay Cottle,
then head of tho Wellesley High
School English department;
Thomas Fitzslmmons, an English
Instructor; Tcmbcrton MlnBter,
said to have mined funds to ob-
tain the play (through the Com-
mittee Against Racism) and Timo-
thy Alleli, tho alleged producer-
director at tho high school.
However, more important than
the failure to successfully press
charges was the ruling of Dedham
Court ,ludge, Daniel A. Rider, re-
garding the play. He ruled Tho
Slave obscene nnd promised to
honor complaints brought against
nnyone who "participated in or who
was responsible" for its production
on May 31. Judge Rider announced
that he felt a "crime had been
committed." It is around this de-
finition of "crime," of what had
been committed, that the furor
arose and has continued.
The June 10 school committee
meeting begon with high school
Principal Samuel Graves appearing
at the request of the school com-
mittee and the superintendent of
schools, "to consider the educa-
tional effects and benefits of the
program as well as the adverse
repercussions."
As reported in the Wellesley
Townsman of June IS, IDAS, Prin-
cipal Graves stated that the Wel-
lesley Committee Against Racism
was concerned about the lack of
attention given to tho Kerner Re-
port at the high school. The May
81 program waa to be devoted to a
consideration of tho Kerner Re-
port, and tho educational nub-ehm-
niltleo of tho Wellesley Uommltlce
Against Raelsm iiftrcod to raise
921)1)-—.firm (or ciinlc* of the Kerner
Report and $150 for the TCB (the era hoped that the controversy
TCB had presented this program about the language would not
at two other Boston area high cloud the real Issues of the pro-
schools, without The Slave, at the gram or terndnate any future pos-
request of (he prlnelpals). slbliities of Buch educational pro-
When arrangements to hold grams at Wellesley High School.
Black History Day on May 31 had _.
,
_




learned of the nature of the ten ^J?' the educational channel
minute segment from the Jones' J?
^broadcast the Black His-
play. he was advised to interrupt tory P««rarn. ^'PP-n| °*>-
the proposed offering. Yet, Graves scen.ties accord ,ng to FCE regula-
took full responsibility in allowing tions - The documentary on the








time deploring the type of langu- I-angston Hughes, Margaret Walk-
age used in The Slave. er Md LeRo1 Jones -
Concern with the problems of to- The questions that the program
day "do not have to be voiced in raised and that the group of
four-letter words," according to parents and tho group of students
Graves. "In striving to meet these from Wellesley discussed were
problems we should take great familiar. Should schools "tell It
pains to be sure that all sides of a llko It Is?" Or does protest lit-
public issue are presented." erature, "raw" as It may be, have
A group of teachers also made a a place In the high school curri-
statctnent nt the June 10 meeting, culum? Language and human
While- admitting that there may be rights. Perhaps the Wellesley tn-
thono of "n dKferont sensitivity" cldent was a beginning In nnder-
who objected to tho production on standing tho first and respecting
ground* nf "good taste," the teach- tho latter. (See editorial p. 2)
Wellesley High School Teacher Disparages
Language in Jones" Play as 'Doing No Good'
by Nancy Hons '(It)
Iflil. Nnlei This is n lolepho
It'l'Vlew with Hnl Milium.-
ed Din I Mm
FUN WORKING IN EUROPE
GUARANTEED JOBS ABROAD! Gel paid, travel, merl people,
Summer and year 'round jobs for young people 17 in <to For
illustrated magazine with complete details nnd npplk-Mlons
send $1.00 to The International Student Information Service (ISIS).
133, rue Hotel des Monnales, Brussels 6, Belgium.
who
illon
with (ho Job Corps l'rogrnm from
ItfOiVOT and Is presently In his
21st year of teaching art at Wel-
lesley High School.
"I wasn't too surprised with the




along wllli tho laws nf Mnssnchii-
seLtH Unit nlmceiilly nf any Rorl In
nut ponnltlcd In n public kcIiik.I
system. This was In a public school
system with u captive audience to
boot.
"Above the four-letter words,
however, we should not miss the
big issue—racism. Adults were tak-
ing their stands on the four-letter
words niul Hie kids were taking
l heir Simula on rnclsm.
"There Is n lot ti) be said on
both sides. I don't think the com-
munity has gained anything by it-
or lost anything over it.
"I feel frankly as a school
teacher and public employee that
our duties are to the school chil-
dren. I don't think that when nil
this trash Is brought In It dues
them any good. You cnll it trash,
smut, filth and everything else.
Regardless of what minority groups
may say when they claim that
this is reality—the obscenities, the
rape scene—you can call this reali-
ty, but I think that our Wellesley
high school students arc above
thin.
"As n member of the faculty, I
firmly believe Ihnt we have n duty
lo all the students at Wellesley
High School anil I don't feel that
bringing In the filth and obscenity
as presented at the Wellesley High
School on that Black Friday prov-
ed a thing. 1 don't think it proved
that we arc not presenting reality
because we don't use four-letter
words in the classroom or because
we don't show rape scenes.
"1 want to make it clear that
none of this is connected with the
MKTCO program. We have out-
standing METCO students. They
had nothing to do with presenting
Tho Slave. I think it is wonderful
that communities such as Welles-
ley can open their hearts to these
METCO kids. Wellesley buses in
more MKTCO students than any
community of comparable size.
"Consideration of these METCO
students emphasizes the unfortun-
ate selection of The Slave. If we
are trying to elevate people educa-
tionally is this the kind of thing
to present to them?
"I don't think it is fair to them
for us to go down to that level
—
our aim should be to get the ghetto
people out of this environment,
nwoy from the four-letter words.
Should we bring kinds down to the
ghetto level or should we do our
best to raise the ghetto level to
a higher plane?
"I do not believe that The Slave
did anything that enhanced or was
In keeping with our program, our
philosophy of education at Welles-
ley High School. Instead of keep-
ing others down, let us bring the
rest of them up to us—to this bet-
ter way of thinking.
"The real issue was not four-
letter words, but it goes far deep-
er. The students who viewed the
program were really struggling
with the issues and this is as it
should be. I agree that these four-
letter words were not the obsceni-
ties—the real obscenities in our
life are the thousands of starving
children in Biafra, the starving
children in India."
Town Controversy Opens Old Wounds,
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by Nancy Ross '69
Ed. Note: This Is a telephone In-
tnrvlcw with Mrs. Melvln Out
lirnnclncn, mother of n Wellesley
lllKh School n Indent. Sho wan re-
luctant tn m | n - 1 1 1 1 as sho felt the
community needed lime to heat.
"The controversy over the Black
History Day brought impenetrable
chasms to the town. The genera-
tion gap is now bigger in Welles-
ley.
"I think that if I had been do-
ing it I would have made certain
Hint I had rend the play ... I am
one who docs not use four-letter





called obscenities rolled off the
young people. I don't think it
shocked them as much as it shock-





had heard the four-letter words In
their context. I would have been
shucked, ns the young people pro-
bably were not.
"I felt that the hearings at the
school committee afterwards serv-
ed as a focal point for many dif-




objected to four-letter words, the
blnck-whlte love scene, METCO,
'permissive' dress codes or 'per-
missive' Wellesley High School
. . .
The controversy threw all these
people together and gave them a
focus.
"Obviously not everybody there
was a racist .
. . The women be-
side me said, "Do you know why
I'm here?' 'No,' I asked, 'why?'
"The English department has to
go. They made my son write an
essay on "Who I hate the most,"
"The meeting gave everybody a
chance to vent their anger as it
has never been vented in the town
before. It was violent. All you had
to do was look around to see
angry, violent people.
"There needs to be a lot more
talk between all groups within
the town so that more understand-
ing can be fostered .
. .
There have
been other focal points—the sanc-
tuary granted in The Unlversallst-
Unitarian Church, draft discus-
sions by clergymen ... I don't
think that May 31 alone did it.
"There is a great deal of rest-
lessness In Wellesley that needs
to be brought out and discussed
. . . This same restlessness can be
found all over the country in other
suburban towns. We are in a period
of change. Wellesley is just one
other place where everybody would
like to have things stay just as
they used to be. Why Is it so dif-
ficult to change?
. . .
"We must bring the problems
out in the open to see if we can
find solutions . . . We must bring
more insight Into the town as a
whole so that when the next crisis
occurs the town will look at It
with understanding."
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Tha Tfonrlvr Write* Wdlesley Against Racism Attacks Through Politics, Lectures
M. m t/K^ CX'vA't^ § WW m m/m/*5i9 by Suuui Ilclnumun '70 town report and the Information dent activities. Wellesley girls, for
(Continued from page 2)
... his hard-hitting demands for
law and order only strike at the
result and not the cause of the
deep malaise and disaffection brew-
ing in this country among youth
and Negroes.
. . . the tone of these remarks Is
frlghteningly reminiscent of George
Wallace.
In comparison, Muskie's re-
action to dissenters at Washington
and Jefferson College two weeks
ago indicates a more reasoned,
tolerant, democratic attitude to-
ward the explosive issues of the
campaign.
The Vice President
News first maintains that the
choice of Vice Presidential candi-
dates is important owing to the
threat of Presidential assasination.
With complete lack of logic, News
then concludes that this year the
choice of Vice President Is irrele-
vant, since neither Nixon nor Hum-
phrey is the type of man to "at-
tract" an assassin's bullet. While
News may be unsure as to whether
Vice Presidents count or not, we
choose not to ignore them.
We too were horrified by the
Chicago riots and cannot justify
the tactics of Mayor Daley and
the Chicago police force. We do
feel, however, that the convention
itself reflected much more accur-
ately the division within not only
the Democratic Party, but the na-
tion as a whole. We saw in Chica-
go, as we did *ot see in Miami,
an earnest attempt toward respon-
siveness to the critical issues of
the day; specifically, debate over
Viet Nam, abolition of the unit
rule, and change in the procedures
of delegate selection. There was no
debate in Miami; rather the Re-
publican convention seemed to us
a meaningless and ludicrous rati-
fication of a foregone conclusion.
The aloofness of the convention
delegates from the riot only a few
miles from the convention hull chil-
led us into the rcullzuUon that
the Republicans do not and will not
face these problems openly.
The Other Party
To elect Richard Nixon for the
purpose of democratizing the De-
mocratic Party is absurd. During
the next four years' under the man
we will elect as President, there
Is far more at stake- thun improv-
ing the other party.
News has not given us any posi-
tive alternatives to the "lesser of
two evils" basis for choice. In ad-
vising us to look forward to 1972,
they disregard the critical direc-
tion of the next four years. When
we vote Nov. 5, we must make our
choice for a leader—It in u puallivo
choice, u choice for lllo heller num.
To moke this decision, upalhy uiul
idealistic disgust are not solutions;





"This Is on uctlon and not a talk
group," insisted Stephen London,
assistant professor of sociology, as
he defined the Wellesley Commit-
tee Against Racism, the committee
established last spring after the
death of Martin Luther King by
townsmen concerned about the
ruclsm manifest lti their commun-
ity.
In order to function more ef-
fectively, the organization formed
six subcommittees on education,
housing, employment, political act-
ion, town attitudes and town-gown
relations. It is within these groups
that the actual work Is done,
On Sept. 25 several Collcgo ntu-
dents met with the townsmen to
review pust projects and to plun
future action. Students were en-
couraged to Join a subcommittee
(membership is only $1) and to par-
ticipate in community affairs.
(Note: telephone numbers are in-
cluded below for those Interested
In JolnlriK; you may ulso contact
Mr. l^ondnn)
Political Action
John Powell (237-2411) outlined
the prgrum for pollticul action. As
most of the subcommittee's mem-
bers are relatively new residents,
they intend to study the annual
published by the League of Women
Voters. Once they have a clearer
conception of town politics, they
hope to put the issues to the peo-
ple and to form a basis of support
for change.
Another area of investigation Is
the legislative record of each local,
Btate and federal official. By study-
ing how these men have voted on
racial Issues, the group will be able
either to support or denounce their
policies.
Mrs. Louise Brown (235-0581) is
the liason with the Wellesley Fair
Housing Committee. This group in
the post has sponsored summer pro-
grams for Roxbury students, an
Elhog library display and a panel
on prejudice, in addition to work-
ing for fair housing,
This year they are offering a
course on understanding the black
revolution in the Adult Education
Program. Professor John Cart-
wright, director of the Afro-Ameri-
can center ut Boston University,
will give weekly lectures, followed
by discussion.
Educational Questions
The town-gown group, chaired
by London, hopes to recruit more
students, as well as to serve as an
information center for various stu-
,
instance, might be able to fill the
extra seats in cars driving Dana
Hall girls to tutor at the Gibson
School in Roxbury. Another pos-
sibility is a pool of drivers willing
to transport students to lectures In
Boston or Cambridge.
The education committee has re-
cently been concerned with the
Black Theatre controversy (see
story p, 5). Mr, Pemberton Mins-
ter (235-7216) indicated that an ex-
amination of the elementary school
curriculum and an exhibition of the
Black Artists of Roxbury at the
new junior high art gallery were
future projects.
Mrs. Carol Porter (237-9804)
made a plea for volunteers for the
Orchard Park Head Start Program.
People are needed to instruct Rox-
bury children in language skills for
three hours a week. As several
housewives have already volunteer-
ed, transportation is available.
Several suggestions for new sub-
committees were made. One group
has already met to discuss police
procedures and to set up a dialogue
with the local police force. Other
possibilities include a discussion
among local clergymen and a news-




As director of the French Center,
I would like everybody to know
what it is and that any Wellesley
student wanting to practice her
French is more than welcome to
come to our coffee parties which
will take place every Wednesday
between 7 and 8 pm.
The French Center is composed
of 20 students who live in the
French corridor on the second
floor of Tower Court West. Most
of them don't major in French, but
speak it when at the center. The
director Is a French graduuto alu-
dent from the Sorbonno who or
ganizes activities In cooperation
with the president and ull the
members.
The activities so far have been
mainly based on French conversa-
tion. We meet for three meals £
week, presided by two different
professors every time. After din-
ner coffee is served in the French
Center living room. This living
room offers, besides a library with
various literary and artistic booksj
a record-player with records of
classical plays, folk-songs and
poems.
And of course we hope to organ-
ize more activities like parties and
open debates on an informal basis.
All suggestions are open to dis-
cussion in so far as they promote
the speaking of the French lan-
guage and a deeper interest in all





(Continued from page 1)
pact because it is only one of many
activities for each boy.
Before the summer program be-
gan, Marilyn argued theoretically
for a non-residential programs
a means to integrate the emotional
motivational, and academic contri-
butions of Upward Bound with the
boys' environment. In this way,
she reasoned, the program w
not be a self-contained capsule, but
become part of a way of life. Very
nice—in theory. In reality, the non-
residential aspect of the program
dissipates energy and materials.
The boys hope that their program
next summer will be coed and res-
idential.
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When the turning of the leaves
is nt its peak In the second week
of October, the lake Is the most
beautiful area of the rumpus.
The Athletic Association Invites
all students and faculty to come,
to the boathouse from 4:16 to
5:80 Thur., Oct. 10 and see for
themselves. All the boating fa-
cilities will be open for free rec-
reational use: the crew shells,
the canoes, and the A.A. sail-
boats. For those who have never
crewed, canoed, or sailed, stu-
dent instructors will be on hnnd
to teach the basics. There will
be cider for the thirsty,
Flcase come down and see the
lake In autumn. Relax after a
wearing; day of classes. Meet
some faculty members or stu-
dents outside the classroom or
dining halt Above all just come
and have some fan!
FACULTY FOOTBALL
Needed: male faculty members
Interested In playing touch foot-
ball. Frrst scrimmage against
Upward Bound boys Sat. Oct. 5
at 1:30 p^*a. on hockey field.
Contact Mm Stephen London,
ext. 450.
Crowd Pulsates to Procul Harum's
Blend of Baroque, Classical, Rock
ABSENTEE BALLOTS
Wellesley League of Women
Voters reminds Wellesley stu-
dents eligible to vote In their
home states to apply NOW for
on absentee ballot. Require-
ments and deadlines vary from
state to state, but the registered
voter should make application
to her local election board, giv-
ing both her homo and her cur-
rent legal address.
by Chris Franz '60
One of the nicest things in music
to happen around here was Procol
Harum, a rock group appearing
at the Psychedelic Supermarket a
fortnight ago," playing for an en-
joying throng. Harum, an avant-
garde group of English artists. Is
best known for their erstwhile,
haunting "Whiter Shade of Pale";
which has been followed up by
"Homburg" and "Conquistador"
—
as well as an excellent first album
and a new second one fresh out
which sounds awfully promising.
So!
Their own particular brand of
excellence comes in a classical-
baroque-rock package, but it is
spooned out by the sterling blues-
guitarwork of Robin TTower. Robin
Trower is such a guitar-player! He
ranks with Eric Clapton and Jorma
Kaukonen in his own style of vir-
tuosity with that instrument. Then,
they all together produce a unique
effect: an electrified piano and
organ serve to provide all the basic
requirements of melody and har-
mony, so that the lead guitar
comes on as an Immersed voice,
and the bass guitar and drums do
amazing things in the way of ad-
ded dimensions in percussion and
rhythm.
The nicest thing about them is
that in their excellence they are
totally unpretentious or self-con-
scious. They enjoy it as much as
we do; and the priceless thing Is
seeing them look up at the end
of a piece, somewhat startled and
incredulous at the sounds of ap-
plause, and then break out into
huge delighted grins. Like: "Every-




On the morning of Monday, Septem*
ber 3, 1894, the first national Labor
Day Parade in American history started
up Fourth Avenue in New York City.
About "one-half of the city" turned out
to see the 12,000 march.
Just before the parade began, a dele-
gation of women garment workers
appeared before the New York Central
Labor Union.
The women were embarrassed.
'They have very poor clothes," ex-
plained a delegate, "many of them are
Hub- better than rags."
"So much the better," another dele-
gale responded. "Let them march in
their rags."
And they did, taking their place
alongside the cigarmakers, iron work-
ers, wood carvers, typographical work-
ers, beer drivers, electrical workers,
carpenters, and horse shocrs.
Not until the coming of the Inter-
national Ladies' Garment Workers'
Union were working people in the gar-
ment trade able to enjoy Saturdays,
Sundays and holidays—such as Labor
Day—with family and friends.
Today, wc 450,000 members of the
ILGWU (80'/r women) are proud of
our union and the benefits we have won:
fair wages, decent working conditions,
security on the job.
Our signature is the union label sewn
into women's and children's garments.
It is the symbol of progress made; and
more to come.
Look for it when you shop.
If you'd like some interesting (and
brief) reading plus many fascinating his-
toric pictures, send for our 64 page publi-
cation entitled "Signature of 450,000."
CPO, Box 1491, N.Y., N.Y. 10001,
Dept.- oc-18
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Wellesley Political Groups Split Into Factions
by Pa* Nicely '71
Political activity at Wellesley
may have been slowed by this
"summer of discontent," but it has
not been halted, despite intense
disappointment precipitated by the
national party conventions.
According to Linda Gibson '69,
"We want young people to work
within the system, not to drop out.
The system worked well enough
for Nixon and Humphrey. We can
make it work for people we want
to see elected, too."
VR's SpUt
Linda, who is first vice-president
of Wellesley Young Republicans,
says that her group was predom-
inantly pro-Rockefeller last year
and still has strong Rockefeller
sentiments. However, there is a
group of Young Republicans who
have teamed up with Young Amer-
icans for Freedom to support the
Nlxon-Agnew party ticket. This
group, headed by Ellen Carlson '70,
met Tuesday, and hopcB to recruit
workers for the Republican ticket.
The Young Republicans are of-
ficially not endorsing anyone for
President, however, as Linda re-
ports the majority of the club's
members are "not Nixonltea." The
club's emphasis this year will be
NSF Grantees Conduct Summer Studies
Of Lipstick Plants, Goldfish, Salamanders
at the end of August. Miss Gaut-
' hler was elected to membership in
the society at that time.
by Lindsay Miller '69
Goldfish and lipstick plants were
among the research materials
used by seven Wellesley students
working In Sage Hall this summer
on a National Science Foundation
undergraduate research participa-
tion grant.
Each had been invited by a mem-
ber of the biology department to
carry on original research in a par-
ticular project. The NSF grant
supplied materials and stipends
for the ten-week program.
Also Federal Funds
Studying the goldfish's intestinal
absorption were Susan Liebowitz
'68 and Carol Hollingshead '69.
Carol, whose stipend came from
the U.S. Public Health Service
funds, will continue her work this
winter as her honors (370) project
under the direction of Miss Geral-
dlne Gauthier.
Huall Chal '69 also worked with
goldfish. She and Miss Janet Smith-
son studied the relation of struc-
tures and function in the goldfish
liver. '
Familiar Balsam
The lipstick plant research came
from Nancy Weller '70, who was
working with Philip Bibb. They
were comparing the development of
flower pigmentation in the lipstick
plant with that in the garden bal-
sam, a plant familiar to Biology
100 students.
Both Becky Fitts '69 and Lonna
Bunting '69 used this summer to
begin research for their 370 pro-
jects on skeletal muscle fibers.
They worked with Miss Gauthier
and Miss Helen Padykula, who
have been concerned with the gen-
eral topic of muscle development
in their research for the past five
years.
Jackie Fralley '71 moved onto
the college grounds to investigate
the migration patterns of salaman-
ders with Robert Shoop, while Ann
Piper "69 studied the bacterial con-
tent of social samples, moBtly from
Alaska, with Mrs. Delophlne Wyck-
off.
Program's Value.
"The program was valuable in two
ways," explained Miss Gauthier.
"The students gained experience In
biological techniques. They also did
legitimate research In their fields.
"In fact, we may have made a
serendipity discovery this sum-
mer," she continued. Carol and
Susan were working with different
kinds of absorption in the goldfish
intestine. One day they decided
to try a combined experiment and
found that one action may be In-
fluencing the other. If so, their
finding might make an important
contribution to further research.
Delivers Paper
Miss Padykula, who directed
some of this summer's research,
also reported on her own research
at the International Symposium
the Fetal-Placental Unit, sponsored
by the University of Milan in Milan
Sept. 3-6. The title of her paper
was "The Cytological Basis of Pro-
tein Absorption in the Developing
Mammal."
Miss Padykula, along with Mrs,
Joan Melvin and Miss Smithson,
attended the Congress of the So-
ciety for Cell Biology in Brussels
on supporting local and Btate can-
didates — mostly those with liberal
leanings — "to work from the bot-
tom up to get the right people into
the system."
Some of these candidates include
Margaret Heckler for Congress;
Paul Rutledgc, an Independent, for
state osBembly; Peter Pierce for
Btate senate and John Sears for
Suffolk County sheriff.
Since the group is a part of the
Republican Party and has chosen
to remain so attached, many party
candidates and other speakers at-
tend YR's meetings. R utledge
,
Pierce and Mrs. Heckler spoke at
last week's meeting.
niicu Kcmblo '60 Is president of
the group. Mcotlngs will bo held
about once a month.
The Other Side
On the other side of the political
fence, Young Democrats at Welles-
ley have not appeared to be as
active as their Republican counter-
parts. Perhaps that Is because YD's
are also split up Into several groups
supporting different candidates. So
far, there has been no official work
for the Humphrey-Muskle ticket,
although several YD's have ad-
mitted they'll work for Humphrey -
"out of fear of Nixon."
One of YD's greatest efforts now
Is cooperation with a Harvard-
based group called the Committee
for New Politics, an organization
of students to raise funds and sup-
port for McCarthy-type senators
and congressmen throughout the
country. Wellesley's group, headed
by Liz Rogers '69, hopes to raise
funds both on campus and in the
town of Wellesley. They are also
seeking workers for candidates
such as Abraham Rlblcoff in Con-
necticut and Paul O'Dwyer in New
York.
One group of YD'a headed by
Joan Entmacher '70 is recruiting
workers for David Hoeh, Demo-
cratic nominee to Congress for the
2nd District in New Hampshire.
Hoeh, Eugene McCarthy's New
Hampshire campaign manager and
head of the McCarthy delegatiop
to the Democratic convention, Is
running on a dove platform and
has not aligned himself with the
official party ticket.
President of Young Democrats
is Bobbi Llndberg.
t
OFF THE GRAPE VINE
If your knees are like Jello
And you feel Just plain yellow.
If you burst open your spleen
And have turned a bilious green,
If you fell out of your bed
And your face Is burning red,
Then a royal spark will please
yon-
Walt for the grape, ORAPE day.
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Julian Bond, the
r
Almost-Ran,' Urges Political Action
by A»n Sherwood '69
"I'm just a simple country boy in
the Georgia legislature, and that's
where I'm going to stay." But the
man who made this statement,
Julian Bond, may have difficulty
avoiding greater national lime-
light and responsibility. For the
one-time Georgia delegate to the
Democratic convention in Chicago
who is in addition, one of the "al-
most-rans" of the vice-presidential
contest, seems to disarm and charm
audiences with his candor and
credentials.
Speaking Tuesday night at Bab-
son Institute, Bond capsulized the
situation in America, 1968. With
the perspective of the black and of
the young (Bond is only 28), he
cited three destructive lessons of
society: the Vietnam war, the fight
in the streets between blacks and
whites and policemen for control
over their own destinies; and a
Congress that votes millions for
war, guaranting an income to
munitions industries, but remains
insensitive to pleas for a guaran-
teed income for the poor.
Bond also noted that block peo-
ple are "better off now limn wo
ever have been;" but remarked
that they are worse off in terms of
economics and politics, in relation
to white people. "We are paying
a very high price for integration,"
he said. One of Bond's prescriptions
is a guaranteed national Income.
Show Tlmo
Comparing the campaign with
the opening of a Broadway season,
Bond insisted that the scripts of
Hubert Humphrey and Richard
Nixon are the same; that one is
directed by Richard Daley of
Chicago fame, and the other by
Sen. Strom Thurmond. The title
he gave the "ploy" was "How to
sell out to the South, without once
saying 'nigger.' "
Despite his disaffection for the
current candidates, Bond insists
that "politics make the world go
round, whether it goes around good
or bad," and stresses the import-
ance of working for local candi-
dates "who will work for the
things you believe In."
The Negative Side.
"We have not overcome," Bond
psserted. "Our enemies are not
against a wall. And tomorrow will
not be a better day.'' His conclu-
sion, then. Is that action and com-
mitment are required, because
"dreams deferred do explode."
He cited the "obvious longing
for change" in cities all over the
country and suggested that those
interested in change must put all
their people and their longing to-
gether. Citing the movements of
the early sixties in the South, to
de-segregate lunch counters, bus
terminals and public transporta-
tion, Bond indicated that this
same momentum has been dispers-
ed across the country, among the
young from Berkeley to Columbia.
And, that unless it is redirected
and re-organized with singular
commitments to combat "racism,"
and the "U.S. image of itself in
the role of 'keeper of the world,' "
little change can be achieved.
"Those who want change are fight-
ing among themselves, rather than
against what they are fighting,"
he said. "The battle we thought
was being won at the lunch coun-
ters is being lost at the ballot box."
His Own Vote
Bond Indicated that he would
join most other former supporters
of Kennedy and McCarthy who hail
from the South and vote for Hu-
bert Humphrey, primarily from
fear of Nixon and the role he
might let Strom Thurmond play.
He added, however, that former
peace-candidate suporters in the
North were more likely not to sup-
port Humphrey.
The young legislator fielded
questions from the generally re-
ceptive audience with the same
calm "cool" he demonstrated at
the Chicago convention, addressing
himself to most of the current is-
His immediate aspirations appear
to rest with the Georgia legisla-
ture, but he analogized earlier, in
a press conference, that political
opportunities go floating by like
leaves In a brook, and that some-
day he might simply pluck the
right one from the stream if he
Is old enough.
Dr. Schaeffer of Switzerland to Probe
New Problems, Hopes of Christianity
"God Is not dead!" So says Dr.
Francis Schaeffer, head or L'Arbrl
Fellowship in Huemoz, Switzer-
land. Dr. Schaeffer will speak at
Wellesley on Wed., Oct. 9, at 4:15
\pn\ in Pendleton. An Informal
supper and discussion will follow
the meeting.
L'Arbrl Frllmvnhlp llfRni. -2
yenrs oru when n group of fiienilfl
of Dr. Scliooffcr'R daughters enme
to talk with him about religion.
Now "The Shelter" has facilities
for 110 people, mostly students and
young people from many countries,
from the American college student
to the International hippie.
Junior I I. -in Hoir
This summer three Wellenley
juniors, Robin Edgell, Paula An-
derson, and Judy Cheek, were at
L'Arbri. Robin said that "the ex-
perience made Christianity a liv-
ing experience for me." She now
understands not only the "bleak-
ness and despair of modern man In
modern culture," but also "the hopo
of the Christian faith." "Hy gel-
tlng nway from the mnterlrilhtlc
life, I come to grips witli Chris-
tianity and myself." she explained.
Each day consisted of four hours
of study and four hours of work.
The students do the farming and
housework so that their expenses
are kept to a minimum. Robin
said thnt working and talking with
tho other ntudentfl wan ono of the
bent oxpprloncrfl she had. In the
evening* I)r, Schaeffor npoko to
ttie group.
Author of Two Hooka
Dr. Schaeffer, who is an Ameri-
can, has given lectures at schools
in the United States. This summer
his first two books were published.
Escape from Reason, an analysis
of modern thought, takes the neg-
ative view of the "God is dead"
theology. He traces the origins of
despair of twentieth century think-
ing. In The God Who In Thero, he
iiffern a positive anBwer, claiming
Hint historic Christianity can solve
the problems of the modern world.
Dr. Schaeffer will be touring the
United States during the month of
October. While in Boston, he will
speak at Harvard on Oct. 7 and
1 0, at MIT on Oct. 8 and at Park
Street Church on Oct 6.
The coupon miy be redeemed at the
wi:llesley gourmet
14 Grove St. — 237-1450
for 25c off on any pound of cheese purchased
Don't miss this delicious opportunity!





Wellesley Sq. C£ 5-3603
Across iron the South Shore
National Bank
Open Friday night 8 HI 9 p.n
THE MAN
you've been dreaming to meet is waiting to hear
from you. Seniors and Juniors especially; Sopho-
mores—and yes—even Freshmen engaged, pin-
ned, or playing hard to get— it matters not. Write
us* a letter telling why you're so special (no com-
posites .please!) and ha may wine and dine you at
Pier 4 or the place of your choice. We are "on the
level" and expect you to be. You'll be glad you
did!
Write today—PIER DINNER









We have a largo assortment of
handbags, custom mnde Jewelry,
mn] small leather nceoNsnrlos at
the prices you enn afford I
THE
HANDBAG CENTER




p Nick's Pizza House J
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A Pizza - Grinders a











° EO 235-4800 q
L MBTA— S2.00
,
L Boston— $7.50 .
B Airport— 18.50 A Tolls -
Lctd. Beside Well, mils Taxi
ELECTRIC PORTABLES
Wholesale prices from $129.50









2 ft. X 3 ift.
only $f.95
*Send any black & white or color
photo (no negatives) and the name
"Swinglinc"cut out from any Swingline
package (or reasonable facsimile) to:
POSTER-MART, P.O. Box 165,
Woodside, N.Y. 11377. Enclose $1.95
, che<
C.O-D-'s). Add sales tax where appli-
cable.
Poster rolled and mailed (post-
paid) in sturdy tube. Original mate-
rial returned undamaged. Satisfactior
guaranteed.
Get a
Swingline
Tot Stapler
